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Abstract
We present a survey of upper bounds which has been established up to now on the satis$ability
threshold of random k-SAT formulae. The ideas which led to these bounds and the techniques
used to obtain them, are explained. A companion paper in this volume present a survey of the
lower bounds. c© 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
A k-SAT formula is a $nite set of clauses, each clause being a disjunction of k
literals over a set of boolean variables. As is well known, for k ¿ 2, a so-called
phase transition phenomenon can be observed experimentally regarding the satis$abil-
ity of a random k-SAT formula. As the ratio c of the number m of clauses to the
number n of variables, increases through a narrow range of values depending on k,
the probability of satis$ability of a random k-SAT formula falls abruptly from nearly
1 to nearly 0: Moreover, it can be observed that as n increases, the transition of the
probability becomes more and more abrupt [33, 10, 11]. It is widely believed that there
exists a critical value !k , called the satis$ability threshold, such that for any ¿0 and
su<ciently large n, the probability of satis$ability goes down from 1 −  to  within
an arbitrarily small neighborhood of !k .
Finding the exact value of the threshold point, or even proving that a threshold exists,
is often a major problem in the study of phase transition phenomena in combinatorial
problems. Concerning the satis$ability threshold, for k =2 the problem has been solved
completely, with independent proofs for a threshold value situated at 1 by Chv?atal
and Reed, Goerdt, and Fernandez de la Vega [8, 22, 23, 17]. Moreover, recently the
window of the transition was determined by Bollob?as et al. as being [n(1−	(n−1=3);
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Table 1
Lower bounds for 3-SAT threshold Upper bounds for 3-SAT threshold
2:9a;b Chao and Franco (1986, 1990) [6, 7] 5:191a Franco and Paull (1983) [19]
2=3a Chv?atal and Reed (1992) [8] 5.081 El Maftouhi and
Fernandez de la Vega (1993) [15]
1.63 Broder et al. (1993) [5] 4:762a Kamath et al. (1995) [26]
3:003a Frieze and Suen (1996) [21] 4:643a Dubois and Boufkhad (1997) [13]
3.145 Achlioptas (2000) [1] 4.602 Kirousis et al. (1998) [30]
4.596 Janson et al. (1999) [24]
4.506 Dubois et al. (1999) [14]
a These bounds have an extension to k-SAT for any k.
b 2.9 was established with a positive probability and not with a probability 1− o(1).
n(1 + 	(n−1=3)] [3]. For k ¿ 3, the exact threshold values are not known and their
calculation appears to be much more di<cult than for 2-SAT, probably related to the
fact that for k ¿ 3, solving k-SAT formulae is an NP-complete problem, whereas it
is in P for k =2. However, for very large k; an asymptotic of 2k ln 2 for the threshold
value was established by Broder et al. [5]. For the $nite values of k, we have from
experiments some information for k =3 and 4, which indicates, respectively, threshold
values of about !3∼ 4:25 and ∼9:8 [33, 10, 11]. Moreover, over the last 10 years or
so, important research work has yielded successive lower and upper bounds drawing
near to the threshold values. The synoptic Table 1 below lists the bounds successively
established for the 3-SAT threshold. The values marked with an asterisk have been
extended to k-SAT for any given k: The best current general lower bound for k-SAT
is the maximum value c′k of c such that [21]:
1=((k − 1)(k − 2))[1=20 + (k − 3)=0 − 1=21 − (k − 3)=1] + ln(0=1)6 1 (1)




c=2k−3x2(1− x)k−3 = 2=3:
The best current general upper bound for k-SAT is the minimum value c′′k of c such
that [13]
c ¿ x0[(2k−1=r + 1=(2ex0 − 1)] (2)
with x0 the positive root of the equation:
−2xex=(2ex − 1) + ln(2ex − 1)
+x[(2k − 1)=k + 1=(2ex − 1)] ln[(2k − 1)=2k + k=2(2ex − 1)] = 0:
For 3-SAT speci$cally, the best current lower and upper bounds are 3.145 and 4.506,
respectively [1, 14].
Apart from this work carried out to estimate the satis$ability threshold values, an
important result must be mentioned concerning the existence of the phase transition
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phenomenon. It was proved by Friedgut in 1999 [20], that, in informal terms, the width
of the interval of transition of the probability of satis$ability tends to 0 as n tends to
in$nity. However, to prove conclusively the existence of the phase transition, there
remains to establish that the interval of transition does not move as a function of n
but stays in the neighborhood of a well-de$ned value which is the threshold point.
The aim of the present paper is to survey, as of 01-2001, the series of increasingly
accurate proven upper bounds on the satis$ability threshold for k- (or 3)-SAT formu-
lae. Another survey in this volume deals with the lower bounds (see [2, 18]). Handling
the two types of bounds separately is in fact justi$ed because the techniques used to
establish them are quite diNerent. Lower bounds are established by applying techniques
of probabilistic analysis to algorithms solving k-SAT formulae. Upper bounds are es-
tablished using combinatorial arguments based mainly on the so-called $rst moment
method. This method actually refers to any technique of calculation which essentially
uses the expectation of random variables for the purpose of estimating probabilities.
The $ve sections below will show how diverse the techniques resulting from the ap-
plication of this method can be. Each of these sections gives the main idea and the
reasoning scheme leading to the relevant bound. But $rst, a reminder about the proba-
bilistic models of random k-SAT formulae is in order. The most common model used
in experiments consists in choosing uniformly, independently and with replacement,
m= cn clauses from the 2k( nk ) possible clauses with k distinct variables over a set of
n boolean variables. Several variants of this model can be used for technical conve-
nience in the calculations. For example, the literals in every clause can be ordered and
not necessarily distinct, that is to say, there are (2n)k possible clauses; or, what is less
frequent, the clauses are chosen without replacement. In all the diNerent k-SAT models
used up to the present, convergence to 0 (resp. 1) of the probability of satis$ability is
equivalent, and therefore the threshold value (if it exists) is the same.
2. Expectation of the number of solutions (5.191)
The $rst general bound for k-SAT, namely ln 2=ln(1 + 1=(2k − 1)) (giving 5:190 : : :
for k =3) has been mentioned by several authors, Franco and Paull [19], Simon
et al. [35], Chv?atal and Szemer?edi [9], and probably by others in various papers as
a simple and direct application of the $rst moment method to the random variable N
measuring the number of solutions of a random k-SAT formula. In the classical model
(see Section 1), any truth assignment to the n variables has a probability (1− 1=2k)cn
of satisfying a random k-SAT formula. Hence, the expectation of N is






Thereby, according to Markov’s inequality, it follows that for any c¿ln 2=ln(1 + 1=
(2k − 1)); the quantity Pr(N ¿ 1); i.e. the probability of satis$ability, tends to 0 as n
tends to in$nity. For k =3 the above inequality becomes c¿ln 2=ln(8=7)∼ 5:191.
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3. Dispensable variables (5.081)
The second upper bound, 5.081, established for 3-SAT formulae is the product of a
re$nement from the preceding bound. Roughly speaking, El Maftouhi and de la Vega
showed that for some ratio c0¡ ln 2=ln(8=7); almost surely all clauses of a satis$able
random 3-SAT formula can be satis$ed by assigning a value to only a fraction of
n variables. Consequently, a proportion of dispensable variables can be assigned any
value 0 or 1: Let a partial truth assignment satisfy a formula and let n with 0¡¡1,
be the number of dispensable variables w.r.t. this partial assignment. These dispensable
variables allow 2n satisfying truth assignments (i.e. solutions) to be constructed: From
this fact, intuitively, if the random variable N=2n is used instead of N , it can be
considered that Pr(N=2n ¿ 1) is equivalent to the probability of satis$ability. Thus,
computing the expectation of N=2n and applying Markov’s inequality as in Section 2
must lead to an improvement on 5:190 : : : .
More formally and precisely, the probabilistic model used by El Maftouhi and de la
Vega in their paper [15] for generating random 3-SAT formulae is very close to the
classical one mentioned in the introduction. The minor diNerence is that the clauses
are formed by drawing independently 3 literals over the set of 2n literals. Then tau-
tologies can occur in such 3-SAT formulae, but of course their number is negligible in
almost every formula. The main di<culty solved by the authors to implement the idea
described above is to succeed in determining an  valid for almost every satis$able
3-SAT formula. The trick which they used to make this determination feasible is to
reduce it to the study of the satis$ability of only those formulae satis$ed by one partic-
ular truth assignment, e.g. for convenience the assignment A1 of 1s to all n variables.






where Sat is the set of satis$able 3-SAT formulae, S+ is the set of 3-SAT formu-
lae satis$ed by the assignment A1, and Mod(F) is the set of solutions of the 3-SAT
formula F: Using relation (3), the authors showed that if Pr(|Mod(F)| ¿ 2n) ¿
1 − 2−n, where F ranges over S+, then for any c¿(1 − ) ln 2=ln(8=7), almost ev-
ery (a.e.) 3-SAT formula is unsatis$able. Fixing c at 5:08, in order that the above
inequality involving the probability is satis$ed, it is su<cient that  is greater than
1− 5:08× ln(8=7)=ln 2∼ 0:02137. This is proved in two steps. In the $rst step, merely
enumerating the number of 3-SAT formulae having b1; b2 and b3 clauses with exactly
one, two and three positive literals respectively, it is proved that the probability that
b1=n¡2:37 and b2=n¡2:37 and b3=n¡0:87 for a formula in S+ is at least 1−2−0:021395n:
Then, in the second step, the main result is proved, viz. for a satis$able random 3-SAT
formula in S+ subject to the preceding inequalities, the probability that the number of
dispensable variables is at least 0:02137n, is shown to be at least 1 − 2−0:021395n. To
this end, the authors consider the number n1 of variables assigned 1s required to sat-
isfy at most 2:37n clauses with exactly one positive literal, the number n2 of variables
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assigned 1s, required to satisfy at most 2:37n clauses with two positive literals, none of
which is satis$ed by the previous assignment of n1 variables; and $nally, the number
n3 of variables assigned 1s required to satisfy at most 0:87n clauses with three positive
literals, none of which is satis$ed by the previous assignment of n1+n2 variables. n1 is
estimated by considering the probabilistic model which consists in drawing at random
2:37n times a positive literal among the n possible. This amounts to estimating the
number of non-empty cells in a random experiment where 2:37n balls are thrown into
n cells. Denoting by Y the r.v. equal to the number of non-empty cells, the authors
establish the following equivalence:
1
n




with r()= (1+)(1−e−=1+) and s= s()= 1−r(). (4) allows the authors to derive:
Pr(n1 6 0:94800n)¿ 1− e−0:01512n:
n2 is estimated by observing that since in a draw of two positive literals, the probability
that neither belongs to the previously assigned n1 is p=(1 − n1=n)(1 − (n1 − 1)=n),
in a series of 2:37n such draws the number m2 of pairs with this property follows a
binomial law with parameters 2:37n and p. Thus:
Pr(m2 6 0:2461n|n1 6 0:94800n)¿ 1− e−0:01490n
and of course n2 6 m2: Doing the same for n3; yields:
Pr(m3 6 0:00356n|n1 + n2 6 0:9761n)¿ 1− e−0:01490n;
also with n3 6 m3: Multiplying these lower bounds shows the dispensable variables to
be at least 0:02137n with probability at least equal to 1 − e−0:01481n∼ 1 − 2−0:021396n,
which is the desired result.
4. Independent variables (4.762)
The third bound, 4:762, was submitted prior to the above one of 5:081; as a prelimi-
nary version in [25], then a full paper appeared as [26]. These two bounds, established
independently, rely on the same idea and use similar techniques. However, this far
better bound of 4:762 was obtained by Kamath et al. due to a much tighter calculation
than that of El Maftouhi and de la Vega. In the sequel, we highlight the technical
diNerence. First, the probabilistic model used by Kamath et al. is the classical one as
laid down in Section 1. The calculation of the bound of 4:762 rests on the idea of
independent variables which correspond to the dispensable variables considered by El
Maftouhi and de la Vega. And, similar to (3), the cornerstone of the calculation of
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where F is the set of satis$able 3-SAT formulae, F1 the set of formulae satis$ed by
the assignment of 1s to all variables, and #Fl is the number of solutions of a formula
Fl ∈F1. It is precisely a signi$cantly sharper estimate of the cardinality of the set F
that enabled Kamath et al. to come up with a better majorization of the probability of
satis$ablity equalling F=(23( n3 ))
cn, and thus a much better upper bound. Denoting by
i=n the proportion of independent variables (corresponding to the  of El Maftouhi and







As seen previously, El Maftouhi and de la Vega looked for a proportion  of dispens-
able variables (or a proportion i=n of independent variables) such that Pr(#Fl ¿ 2n)¿
1 − 2−n. This last inequality allowed to bound |F| by 2n|F1|[2=2n − 1=22n]∼
2(1−)n+1|F1|. Kamath et al. sought a better bound on F by estimating from above
the expression |F1|Pr(#Fl ¿ 2i)=2i as a function of i in a way that best approaches
the maximum term of the sum in (6). Having de$ned i as a function of four pa-
rameters ; ;  ; ! (the meaning of which is explained below), each taking at most n
values, the aforementioned sum thus contained at most O(n4) terms. The bound on
|F1|Pr(#Fl ¿ 2i)=2i was established as a product of 4 functions, the $rst of , the
second of  and , and so on up to the fourth, each being of exponential growth in n.
Due to the complexity of their expression, the authors could not carry out an analytical
study of this product of 4 functions. They, therefore, wrote a computer program which
by stepping through a $ne grid provided an estimate from above over the space of
feasible values of ; ;  and !. Since this had to dominate the exponential equivalent
of the sum in (6), the upper bound of 4:762 followed via the probability. The au-
thors also indicated that a more involved computer program enabled them to obtain
4:758. Moreover, they have provided a fully analytical proof for a weaker bound at
4:87 by simplifying their estimate of the expression |F1|Pr(#Fl ¿ 2i)=2i, entailing a
loss of quality. We now describe the method used by Kamath et al. for estimating
|F1|Pr(#Fl ¿ 2i)=2i as a function of the parameters ; ;  ; !. As it will be seen, this
is similar to that of El Maftouhi and de la Vega in its various stages, as well as in
the asymptotic calculations.  is de$ned as the relative deviation from the mean of the
number of clauses having exactly one positive literal in a 3-SAT formula belonging
to F1. The probability of having t() clauses with one positive literal is estimated
by a binomial law with parameters cn and 3=7.  is de$ned as the relative deviation
from the mean of the number of variables required to be assigned 1s to satisfy the
t() preceding clauses. The probability that there are s(; ) variables not involved in
satisfying the t() clauses is estimated as in the previous section, as the probability
that in a throw of t() balls into n bins, s(; ) remain empty. To this end, the authors,
in the $rst part of their paper, establish an equivalent for this probability, viz. if n is
the number of bins and m the number of balls, the probability that the number z of
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empty bins, deviates from the expectation by Q(n) after randomly throwing the m balls
into the n bins, is










dx − r ln k
])
(7)
with k de$ned by the equation z= n(1 − k(1 − e−r=k)). By de$nition, this equivalent
must be the same as that obtained by El Maftouhi and de la Vega. One can indeed
check that (7) is identical to (4) by setting up the following correspondences between
their respective parameters, where those of (7) appear on the left-hand side and those
of (4), on the right-hand side: z= n−Y; (1−e−r=k)= (1−e−=(1+)), and k =1+ . The
third parameter,  , appearing in the calculation by Kamath et al. is the relative deviation
from the mean of the number of clauses having 2 or 3 positive literals in a formula
belonging to F1. The probability that such clauses are u(; ;  ) in number is estimated
by a binomial law with parameters cn−t() and 3=4(s(; )=n)2+1=4(s(; )=n)3. Here a
diNerence may be noted with the method of estimation of El Maftouhi and de la Vega.
Indeed, Kamath et al. consider together clauses having either 2 or 3 positive literals,
which then enables them to estimate with increased accuracy the number of variables
required to satisfy theses clauses. To see this, let ! designate the relative deviation from
the mean of the number of variables required to satisfy the u(; ;  ) preceding clauses:
In order to estimate, as they did for s(; ), the probability that the $nal number,
that of the independent variables, is i(; ;  ; !), the authors show that this amounts to
estimating the probability that in a throw of u(; ;  ) balls into s(; ) bins, i(; ;  ; !)
remain empty. But thanks to the grouping of the clauses having 2 and 3 positive literals,
they are able to de$ne two diNerent and independent throws to obtain the i(; ;  ; !)
independent variables, or empty bins, of which they keep the larger number. The
probability is thus majorized by (H (u(; ;  ); s(; ); i(; ;  ; !)))2. A computer search
for the maximum of 2−i(; ;  ; !) times the probability to have t(); s(; ); u(; ;  ) and
i(; ;  ; !), on the product of the feasible domains for ; ;  ; !, leads to the upper
bound of 4:762.
5. Negatively prime solutions (4.643)
The idea on which this third bound rests diNers from that which led to the two
previous ones, and in a sense goes against it. It consists in looking for a structure
which ideally would produce a unique satis$ability certi$cate for a formula. In such a
case the expected number of satisfying structures would exactly equal the probability
of satis$ability. And, if such an expectation could be numerically computed, the value
of the satis$ability threshold could thus be inferred. This last condition regarding fea-
sibility of the expectation calculation is in fact the major di<culty. The authors of the
4:643 bound have shown that it was possible to constrain the solutions of satis$able
formulae so as to curb their number almost surely to such an extent that the corre-
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sponding expectation will be calculable and far lower than that of the total number of
solutions, yielding a signi$cant improvement on the previous upper bound.
The authors’ line of thought can be seen in the following example presented together
with their result in [12, 34]; the full calculation is in [13]. Consider, for legibility, a
toy 2-SAT formula with 4 clauses: {(x1 ∨ x3); (Rx1 ∨ Rx4); (Rx2 ∨ x3); (Rx2 ∨ x4)}. This has
5 solutions, {(0; 0; 1; 0); (0; 0; 1; 1); (0; 1; 1; 1), (1; 0; 0; 0); (1; 0; 1; 0)}: The authors $rst
investigated a well-known structure, the prime implicant of a formula (PI for short).
A PI groups together several solutions. However, PIs do not form a partition of the
solution set, since two PIs may contain common solutions. For that reason, a formula
with many solutions may in fact have more PIs than solutions. In the above example,
we have 4 PIs, {(0; 0; 1; :); (0; :; 1; 1); (1; 0; :; 1)(:; 0; 1; 0)}; more classically denoted as
{Rx1 ∧ Rx2 ∧ x3); (Rx1 ∧ x3 ∧ x4); (x1 ∧ Rx2 ∧ x4)(Rx2 ∧ x3 ∧ Rx4)}: The $rst PI bundles together
the $rst two solutions, the second PI bundles the second and third solutions, etc. In
[4] it was shown that the expected number of PIs of a random k-SAT formula, as a
function of n; is smaller by an exponential factor than the expected number of solutions.
This leads to a general upper bound on the k-SAT threshold which for k =3 equals
4.88, still above the bound of Kamath et al. Besides, this exponential ratio between
expectations revealed an unexpected property of random k-SAT formulae. Namely,
if the probability of satis$ability is positive, almost every satis$able formula has an
exponential number of solutions. Lower bounds on the exponent were computed in
[4] as a function of k. This exponentiality was, moreover, studied and corroborated
by R?emi Monasson and Riccardo Zecchina, and led them to introduce an essential
concept regarding hardness of resolution, that of the backbone of a random formula
[31, 32].
To improve on the upper bound derived from the PIs, the authors introduced a more
restrictive structure than the PI which they called a negatively prime solution (NPS).
An NPS of a satis$able formula is simply a solution in which inverting any individual
0 to 1 results in a new assignment which is no longer a solution of the formula.
Symmetrically, a positively prime solution (PPS) may be de$ned, such that inverting
any individual 1 no longer yields a solution. The formula in the above example has
two NPSs {(0; 1; 1; 1); (1; 0; 1; 0)}: In [13], the expected number of NPSs of a random
k-SAT formula was computed by distinguishing from all other clauses those satis$ed
by a single literal, this literal being negative. An assignment is then an NPS if, and
only if it is a solution and every variable assigned 0 appears in at least one of these
uniquely satis$ed clauses. Hence, computing the expectation of the NPSs consisted
in counting, for all assignments of truth values to n variables, all formulae with the
property just stated. The calculation carried out in [13] gave an exponential equivalent
of the expectation, leading to the general upper bound for k-SAT quoted in (2). The
obtention of an exponential equivalent for the expectation guarantees this bound to be
the best one that can be derived from the expectation of NPSs. An additional step
was subsequently made possible by considering the expectation of NPSs on the set
of 3-SAT formulae with a typical asymptotic distribution of the numbers of signed
occurrences of the variables. This led to a bound of 4.506 [14].
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6. The method of local maxima (4.601)
The authors of this fourth bound have de$ned a general method of successive ap-
proximations which involve calculating upper bounds that get closer and closer to
the threshold. Theoretically this would permit its exact determination, but the num-
ber of successive approximations required may be large, possibly equalling n: This
method was presented and described with some $rst results in [27–29], then the
bound 4:601 together with the full calculation was published in [30]. The method
is based on the concept of lexicographic local maxima in the solution set, as in-
troduced by the authors. An assignment Aln to the n variables of a SAT formula is
a lexicographic l-local maximum among its solutions iN (i) Aln is a solution, and
(ii) any solution that diNers from Aln in at most l variables and is lexicographi-
cally strictly larger than Aln does not satisfy F: Note that for l=1 this coincides
with the de$nition of an NPS in the foregoing section. Denoting by Aln the set





Pr[A |= F] · Pr[A ∈A1n |A |= F] · Pr[A ∈A2n |A ∈A1n]
· · ·Pr[A ∈Aln |A ∈Al−1n ]:
and that:
Pr[F is satis$able] = E[|Ann|]6 E[|An−1n |]6 · · ·6 E[|A1n|]6 E[|A0n|]:
Each Pr[A∈Ain |A∈Ai−1n ] for 0 6 i 6 l; is evaluated as the probability that no
subset of i variables may have their values simultaneously inverted (or ‘Uipped’) with-
out contradicting F . The main di<culty in doing so lies in the dependencies between
subsets of i variables of A with the property just stated. E[|A1n |] for 3-SAT formulae
is easiest to determine, though not immediate precisely because of the dependencies
of the prescribed individual inversions (or ‘single Uips’) of 0s of A: The exact calcu-
lation of E[|A1n |] must give again the bound of 4:643 obtained with the expectation
of NPSs in the previous section. But owing to the above-mentioned di<culty, the au-
thors had to make approximations which entailed some loss of precision, whence a
slightly higher bound of 4:667: The calculation of E[|A1n |] generalizes to k-SAT for-
mulae. The loss of precision with respect to the NPS bound dwindles as k grows.
In [30], the authors also carry out the calculation of E[|A2n |]. This uses the preced-
ing result to evaluate Pr[A∈A1n |A |= F]; and necessitates a new evaluation, that of
Pr[A∈A2n |A∈A1n]: To facilitate the latter, no account was taken of pairs of vari-
ables both assigned 1; changes of values were considered only in pairs variables as-
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where
X = Pr[A ∈A1n |A |= F];
and
Y = 1− Cste
n
;
with ( nk )q the q-binomial or Gaussian coe<cients. The di<culty regarding the de-
pendencies among double Uips was solved by using a certain improved correlation
inequality due to Suen. This led to a bound of 4:601. The calculation was taken up
again in [24] (with an erratum in [16]), improving this bound to 4:596:
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